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ABOUT ME
Ziying Tan

Hi, I am Ziying! A multidisciplinary designer equipped with abilities in UI/UX design and front-
end development. My major experience lies in strategizing and bringing meaningful projects 
to life. I am absolutely dedicated to building a playful experience based on user need. Always 
have users at heart and iterate according to feedback. I believe design is a joyful musical 
going on forever. 

2018 1st price WeChat mini program developing competition, the northwestern division
2016 Excellent award of new media in The 3rd Red Maple Undergraduate Journalist Festival (10 nationwide) 

Figma / Adobe XD、Illustrator (advanced)，HTML/CSS/JS (can develop responsive webstie alone)

University of Edinburgh
MSc Design and Digita Media 

Northwest University
BSc Internet of Things Engineering

ziyingtan_uoe@hotmail.com
+44 741982 8813
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UI/UX Design

RE:source 
A Second-hand Online Marketplace

#1

I am thirsty 
A Campus Water Delivery WeChat Mini Program#2
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A second-hand online marketplace aimed at Chinese 

students in the UK. 

We collected second-hand items from graduates, 

sold them to the new students in the form of lucky 

dip. We encouraged students to enjoy seond-

hand shopping and to positively contributing to the 

environment at the same time.

TIME | 2020.5 - 2020.8 (3 months)

ROLE | UI/UX & website development (team of 9）

TOOL | Webflow, Figma

Postgraduate Final Project

RE:source

Launch RE:source here

*Works best on Chrome. A responsive website.

https://re-source.live/final-project/home


Background
When Chinese students first land in the UK, they tend to buy home furnishings such as bedding immediately to get through the 

first few days. Exhausted and adjusting to a new environment, students can experience a lot of stress. On top of this, the price 

of new items becomes an unnecessary financial burden when the lower price second-hand items could serve the same function 

equally well. 

It is a common approach for the leavers to find incoming students to take their pre-owned belongings. However, due to the 

2020 pandemic, many students were forced to leave the UK earlier so their second-hand goods were thrown away. Loads of 

items with value are abandoned, contributing to landfill and pollution.

There was no specific topic for this project at first. We set out with a team of digital and product designers who were willing to 
change the situation. We experimented with different business models to find a solution.

The Greatest Challenge - Open Topic



Research

#1 The Most Commonly Used Second-hand 
Platforms Among Chinese Students In the 
UK 

In conclusion, the second-hand market for Chinese 
students In the UK has potential to grow.

PROS
· Group members are mostly students, building trust
· Sellers are usually within walking distance, can get 
    items fairly quickly right after buying

CONS
· The seller does not always reply on time
· Long delivery time not suitable for urgently needed products
· Lack of information, high possibility of being scammed

CONS
· Can't always find the things you need. They might noT
   be available when you find them
· Products only available at specific times like graduation

PROS
· Large variety of products
· Cheaper than Amazon

No.2

WeChat, the largest social media platform in China, turns out to be the 
No.1 channel Chinese students use for unwanted goods transactions in 
the UK. eBay comes second. 

*Chines students arrived in the 
UK in 2019

purchased more than 10
pre-owned products 

purchased second-hand 
items when studying in 
the UK

106,000

43.281.8 %%

* 'Higher education in 
facts and figures 2019'

1st WeChat

2nd eBay

We gathered information on second-hand platfroms 
used by the Chinese students in the UK, we handed out 
questionnaires to 44 Chinese second-hand shoppers.



Research

#3 User Interview#2 Preliminary hypothesis

Buyer

Donor

Waste of money for brand new items

Lack of access to reliable platforms

Questionable Quality

Nowhere to donate items

Newly arrived Chinese student

80% of interviewees went shopping 
in IKEA once they arrived. Not worth 
the money for the things that won't be 
used for long

Not familiar with local platforms and the 
time difference between graduates and 
new students impedes on second-hand 
transaction

Lack of detailed description on flaws 
makes it a gamble to buy second-hand 
stuff

Charity shop recycles only certain 
categories of second-hand goods. 
Sending everything to friends actually 
creates more stress

Chinese students about to leave the UK

B2C second-hand platfrom"RE:source"

Redesigned Furniture Rental

P2P second-hand platform

We spent 1 month testing our ideas. We tried out 3 
different business models and iterate through the 
process by asking for feedback from users. Finally, we 
settle the B2C model.

No demand since student 
accommodation is well-
equipped. High design fee 
as well

Still no guarantee on quality.
Unrealistic to develop such 
a platform on my own

The idea of redesigning 
furniture is welcomed by 
many as it is eco-friendly

We mimicked the second-
hand transaction in Wecaht 
groups by posting product 

information for users

Failed

Failed

After deciding the path, we interviewed 15 Chinese students who are about to leave or 
already left  the UK.  We asked them to recall the experience when they first arrived 
the UK and how they dealt with the second-hand goods. 

Pain Point



User Persona

Ting the Donor Xue the Buyer
23-year-old / Single / Full-time posgraduate 18-year-old / Single / Full-time undergraduate

Ting is packing up for leaving the UK. Eagerly 
looking for friends or institutions to take what 
she cannot take away.

Xue is about to arrive in the UK. She is looking 
for a place to buy cheap household items 
to be delivered to her accommodation in 
advance.

Motivation
Price

Information

Eco-friendly

Pain PointPain Point

Target

· Existing second-hand platform are full of scams and ads.
· Wants to save money through buying bundles of household items 

like electronic kettles, hangers, etc.

Looking for quality informaiton on reliable second-hand goods and 
places to purchase them with safety and ease.

· Feeling guilty about throwing used items away becasue of the 
waste of resources and harm to the environemnt. 

· Did not find an effcient way to get rid of the items.

Find a platform that has a simple donation proces and provides 
doorstep collection service.

Target

Motivation
Price

Information

Eco-friendly



Problem Solving

•	Qual ity	guarantee	on	the	used	products

•	Interactive	storytel l ing	establ ish	trust

•	Feedback	data	on	the	resource	you	have	

saved	with	us

Lucky Dip

Bulky Items-  Beauty Set

- Wellness Kit

- Chick Packet

  . . .

-  Sofa

- Table

  . . .

•	Order	when	sti l l 	 in	China

•	No	more	t iresome	IKEA	fi led	tr ip

•	Del ivery	directly	to	new	accommodation

•	Simple	donation	process

•	Doorstep	col lection

  RE:source   connects the  second-hand goods  between 
  graduates and new students seamlessly.



Wireframes 
& Iterations

Whole iteration record in

Pinterest Archive

https://www.pinterest.co.uk/tanziyingsz/resource/


RE:source
Sitemap



Style Guides LOGO Iterations



Final Solution

Responsive Design
•	@media	breakpoints support multiple devices

• Reduce development and operating costs. 
Enhance shopping and donation experience



Final Solution

The mission is presented in the form of a 

story, which was construsted on Donald 

Miller's 'storybrand 7-Part framework'. 

The interactive functions persuade users 

to contribute to the environment with us.

Spinning newspaper-like headline build suspense 
and arouse curiosity

Dark background create a serious and heavy 
mood

Verbal sentence 'Scary, huh?' express a sense 
of humour and prepare the audience for more 
relaxed content

"Our Mission"/
Interactive Storytelling

Hard-hitting stats and animated parallax 
illustrations reveal the severe environmental 
problem that second-hand items cause

Light up the background, create a chilling atmosphere 
when introducing RE:source, raise the user trust 

Coin Lottie animation connects the sections. The 
motion direction guides users to important content



Final Solution

Emphasize on discount 
and price. White border 
appears on hover to 
provide feedback

Lack of information. 
Looks more like an 
illustration rather 
than a product

More details but the 
colour comparison on 
price is not enough.

·Optimize the visual hierarchy of price and discount

·Details reveal on hover, maintain the mysteriousness 

   of lucky dip

"Shop" / Unique experience 



· Only require the necessary information for donation: 

Measure small items in the form of boxes and 

remove the material choice for bulky items

· Immediate feedback on the amount of resource the 

user save with us. Encourage the audience to take 

part more

Donation / Simplified Process

Before Optimization

Final Solution



Feedbacks Future Development

Takeaway
· When dealing with Chinese customers, have to consider the server and 

payment method in the early stage. Webflow's service takes a long time to 

load in China and it does not support WeChat or Ali Pay, which is a turn-

off for the mainland users.

· Should leave enough time for optimizing the mobile experience instead of 

in a rush.

Love the geometric design!

Fluent experience. Easily find the function I need.

Would love to donate more after browsing RE:source.

Please update a Chinese version... not good at English reading.

The loading speed here on China mainland is slow.

Padding in mobile version seems a bit wired.

· Optimize the effects on mobile version, espeically for the 

hover states.

· Can add more interesting features to lucky dip, for 

exapme, online unbox, make wish for wanted goods, etc.



1st Prize
China Collegiate Computing Competition - 2018 
WeChat Mini Program Developing Competition, the 
northwestern division

I am thirsty
Campus Water Delivery

The project connects stduent and courier 

with digital water ticket instead of its physical 

counterparts. Through the Mini Program, students 

are able to order with digital water ticket. The 

program will then allocate the orders automatically 

to the couriers. The couriers deal with the tasks 

entirely on phone with ease. In general, "I am thirsty" 

evolve the traditional manual and ungreen manner to 

an efficient and eco-friendly one.

TIME | 2018.7 - 2018.8 (1 month)

ROLE | Team leader, UI/UX  Design(Team of 3)

TOOL | Modao(Axure equivalent)，Premiere Pro



Bottled water entered the Chinese 
market in the 1980s. However, with 
the popularization of the Internet, 
the water delivery service on 
campus has not caught up the fast 
train of the times: students still 
complete the water order process 
through manual customer service 
and physical water tickets.

Background
'I am thirsty' Project



Competitors are those water delivery Mini Programs rated over 4.8.

Ding Dang Water Deliver / 5.0
Focus on promoting the company with sharing 
functions. Direct booking, no water ticket used.  
The limited brand choice helps user to make 
choice easier. Effective "Buy it again" function.

Target at student, provide water ticket bundle 
and it is also possible to book directly.  It has a 
shopping cart function to deal with the larger 
amount of products

Direct booking. When clicking the "Buy now" 
button, a detail panel pops up without entering 
the secondary page. Therefore the booking 
process is simplified. The only one who does 
not access the current location.

Xue Zhang Water Deliver / 4.8

Three Drops of Water / 4.8

Competitor AnalysisConstraint

Technical Constraint

Teammates are developing WeChat Mini Program the first time. 
Therefore the design of the system should not be too complicated 
for the developer to digest.

Time Constraint

The total development time is only one month. Considering the 
process of the project, prototype and assets should be done within a 
week and iterate later.

Design Constraint

The water delivery process varies from campus to campus. Based on 
the time and resources I have, the concept of this Mini Program is 
restricted within the Northwest University. 

·Single water provider

Only one bottled water company will take care of the delivery of the 
whole campus

·Deposit paid

Students paid the deposit for water dispenser and water bucket at 
the beginning of their university life already.

·No time slot

The company deliver water twice a day, no need for picking time slot.



None service for courier has been discovered in the competitors.

After summarizing the situations in real life and went through semi-

structured interviews with 5 students and 1 courier, I discovered：

Physical water ticket easy to lose and not eco-friendly

Students have to purchase paper water ticket to trade for water. Paper 

material is not environment friendly and can easily be stolen, forgot or 

simply disappear between furniture.

Inefficient manual service

Students have to book through customer service on WeChat. All booking 

information has to be filtered and arranged manually. The working mode 

is not inefficient regarding human force and time consumption.

Dilemma of couriers

Courier tend to copy down the delivery list on paper which takes extra 

effort. They also often run into the situation where water is carried to the 

accommodation but student is not in the flat or forgot to leave the paper 

water ticket. In this case, courier might work for hours in vain.

35-year-old /Campus water courier 

Pain points

· Writting down the devliery list waste time.

· Excel forms sent by customer service takes up 
storage on phone and easy to get mistaken.

· Hard to get in touch with student unless with 
customer service. Extend working hours.

Pain points

· Lose the paper water tickets often, find it 
embarrasing to borrow from flatmates or buy new 
ones all the time

· Do not want to talk to customer service on WeChat 
whenever he wants to make an appointment.

Courier Song

Student Shui

Problem Discovery User Personas

21-year-old /undergraduate student 



Solution User Flow

Virtual Water Ticket

· Can sell in the form of ticket bundles and 
be purchased with WeChat Pay. In this case,  
students can save money and no physical 
currency required, which saves time and 
efforts.

· Simplify the order process. Once the user 
acquires water tickets, they no longer have to 
go through an online transaction. All orders 

can be paid with water tickets directly.

Digital Assignment of Delivery Task 

· When orders come, the backend will 
automatically assign tasks to couriers. No 

manual customer service required.

Care For Courier

· 'To do list' style of assignment speed up the 
checking process. And new tasks can be 
added at any time.

· The "reminder" function can urge the student 
back to carry their water up on time.



· Introduce gesture operation to simplify the "checking" process. 

For instance, slide right to mark the delivered flat.

· Optimize the algorithm by transferring the undelivered water to 

other couriers at the nearby campus.

· Split the applet to customer and deliver sides and enable the 

communication between the two.

· Cooperate with the delivery company and benefits those who 

help to promote the application.

If I were to do pick up this project today, I would dive deeper into 

primary research: asking more questions to the water delivery 

company and delivers, get a much better understanding of the 

delivery process and think more on the business side.

Should thoroughly discuss with the developer about what functions 

can be done within the time constraint before the project.

Video Walk through

Reflection

Takeaway

Future Development

The prototype below is the version that was developed and used in the 

competition evaluation. Designed with Modao (An Axure equivalent)and 

edited with After Effects.

Video Walk through

Prototype

https://vimeo.com/460658501
https://www.zcool.com.cn/work/ZNDc0NDk4Njg=.html
https://vimeo.com/460658501
https://vimeo.com/user96502680/review/460658501/0bb3254faf


（Optimized Version）Wireframes
After the competition, I updated an optimized version. The design was made 

under the same design constraints. Here are some of the outputs.

·More functions like "Order again, deliver progress bar" are added

·Correct some instructions that might raise confusion.

·Complete the lost frames in the walkthrough video

·Use more card design to connect the content and make the  

   structure more understandable. 



Water
Ticket
Purchase

Before Optimization

· Messy visual focus

· Need more details for the 

water ticket and the shadows 

are too hard

· Lack of direct Call to Action

· Clear Visual hierarchy

· Selected status optimized

· More functions

After Optimization

Reduce the use of colour, 
adjust the font size comparison 
add more information about the 
price of water.

Not selected tickets have a 
lower level of transparency, 
which gives a direct visual 
feedback

"Buy now button" acts as a 
strong call to action. The extra 
choice of "Buy one bottle for 
￥15" help those who only want 
to try a brand once.

（Optimized Version）Final Solution



（Optimized Version）Final Solution

Delivery
List

Before Optimization

· Most commonly used but is 

set as a secondary page

· Lack of margin on the side

· Extra colour

· Set as a primary page

· Card design

· Timely reminder

After Optimization

The delivery list now pops out right 
after the courier log in.

More white space and the tasks 
separated clearly.

Progress bar brings a sense of 
fuilfillment when tasks are finished.

· Visual hierarchy simplified

Two colours and shape filling enables 
a simplified visual hierarchy.



3D Modeling 
& Game Design

The Little Prince 
Currency Design#1

Sanction 
Game Development#2
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I built and tested a surreal game in 10 weeks. Coded with C# scripts on Unity.

Continuously updated storyline and mechanics within constraints.

I worked closely with a sound designer to make an immersive experience.

TOOL | Blender, Unity

TIMELINE | 10 weeks, Jan - Apr 2020

ROLE | 3D modelling, game design and development

Team project

Sanction  Game Development

Video Walkthrough

http://
https://www.zcool.com.cn/work/ZNDc0NDk4Njg=.html
https://vimeo.com/408403659




Video Walkthrough

The Little Prince
Currency Design

Individual Project

TOOL | Blender, Adobe Illustrator, VSC

TIMELINE | 10 weeks, Sep - Dec 2019

ROLE | Visual design, 3D Modeling, front-end development 

An interactive currency system including coins, banknotes, cards and a motion 

poster based on  the theme of the masterpiece "The Little Prince".

http://
https://vimeo.com/461147554


#1

#2
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H&A Brochure 

Poster Design

Graphic 
Design



New age, New reading
New future

I could be bounded in a nutshell  
and count myself a king of infinite 
space' -  Shakespeare

Star of knowlegde

Explorer wandering the universe of 
learning

Light from an open book

Excellence Award
Library Cup Theme Poster Design Contest

'



Life on stage
Poster Design

National Funding Policy Promotion
Poster Design



Travel Brochure for  An 
American Architecture trip

Introducing the travel plan for various famous architecture in the United States. 
Tool: Adobe Indesign



#1

#2
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2020 Highlights 

30 Day Abstract
Photography Challenge 

Photography



30 Day Abstract 
Photography
Challenge 
In order to train my train my eye for 
abstract scenes, I picked a month and 
took at least 10 photos a day. Here are 
the highlights.

INSTAGRAM | @tanz_yingszsz



FOTOR
Editor's Choice



Thank you
ziyingtan_uoe@hotmail.com
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